
 



        

 

 
a short film by 
jason victor everett 
sound & fury productions 
p.o. box 1646, santa monica, ca  90406 
everettfilm@gmail.com 
www.jasonsfilms.com    
www.sitdownthemovie.com  
(818) 606-1664 
 

general info: 
running time 3:39 min 
screen aspect ratio 16:9 
genre: short narrative, comedy 
format: DVCPRO HD video (720/24p), Panasonic HVX200 with Redrock 35mm lens adaptor 
 

logline:  
A wayward adopted youngster with a history of abuse, violence, and recklessness receives advice from a 
concerned foster parent. 
 

short synopsis:  
How do concerned foster parents cope with today’s generation of violent wayward youth?  What guidance 
can be offered to the adopted offspring of abusive homes and troubled streets?  Perhaps delivering a few 
stern words is still the best place to start...     
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jason victor everett 
From childhood memories of street hockey games, snowball wars, 
and Iron Man comic books, Jason Victor Everett recalls the time he 
was uprooted from his icy Toronto birthplace to sunny Southern 
California, where other kids suddenly made fun of that Canadian 
accent he never knew he had.  Years later, after graduating from 
U.C. Riverside with an English degree and surviving the three-year 
prison sentence known as law school, Jason finally decided to 
pursue his one true inspiration—film.  After years spent struggling 
with student loans, navigating corporate litigation by day, and 
attending film classes at night, Jason ultimately launched Sound & 
Fury Productions and embarked on the endeavor of producing, 
writing, directing, and shooting narrative films.  The Sitdown 
marks Jason's initial foray into the film festival circuit, a world that 
continually reminds him happiness will always be more important 
than prestige, no matter how unconventional the route may be to 
get there.   
 
 
 
 olivia lee 
Exhibiting an intense passion for art in all its forms from an early 
age, Olivia Lee has maintained a strong curious and creative spirit 
throughout her entire life.  Born and raised in the multi-faceted 
community of Los Angeles, Olivia graduated from Cal State 
Northridge with a degree in Graphic Design before embarking on a 
career in commercial visual branding in both the corporate and 
freelance arenas.  She has recently branched into the realm of 
film, smoothly transitioning her visual talents for color, lighting, 
and composition from canvas to screen.  For the comedic short 
film The Sitdown, Olivia effectively handled multiple roles behind 
the camera including art director, production designer, camera 
operator and co-cinematographer.  She is currently involved in 
several forthcoming projects from Sound & Fury Productions. 
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"A great little morsel with a visually decadent film-noir backdrop, ' 
The Sitdown' is perfectly executed with a humorous story twist.” 

                                                               - Ashley Cook, Temecula Valley News 
 
 

“[E]ngaging…”  “This first-time film by long-time Santa Monica 
resident Jason Everett delivers a powerful message.” 

- OVFF Program Guide 

-  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VALLEY SCENE 

Temecula festival spotlighted Los Angeles filmmaking duo 

Ashley Cook 
Valley News Staff 
Friday, September 25th, 2009.  
Issue 39, Volume 9.  
 
Showcasing a comedy short at Temecula’s recent film festival gave a 
welcome jumpstart to a Los Angeles couple’s fledgling production 
company.  

Sound & Fury Productions unveiled “The Sitdown,” which lasts nearly 
four minutes, at the Temecula Valley International Film and Music 
Festival. It also marked the first celluloid collaboration for Jason Victor 
Everett and Olivia Lee.  

“The Sitdown” is about a badly behaved adopted family member with a 
long history of abuse who gets reprimanded by a concerned foster 
parent. It asks: How do concerned foster parents cope with today’s 
generation of violent, wayward youth? What guidance can be offered 
to the adopted offspring of abusive homes and troubled streets?  

Everett is the producer, director and lead actor. He also wrote the 
screenplay and was involved with the cinematography, camera 
operation, and editing. Lee handled multiple roles behind the camera, 
including art direction, production design, camera operation and 
cinematography.  

The movie opens with the musical composition “Ave Maria,” written by 
Franz Schubert in 1825.  

Everett lives in Santa Monica and Lee resides in Burbank. Their 
company, which takes its name from the popular William Faulkner 
novel, was launched about a year ago.  

“Time-wise, it’s hard to work on my films,” said Everett, 39, who labors at a Los Angeles law firm by day. His legal work helps 
underwrite his filmmaking efforts, he said.  

After being uprooted from his Toronto birthplace to Southern California, classmates used to make fun of Everett’s Canadian accent. He 
graduated from the University of California, Riverside with a bachelor’s degree in English. Afterward he spent another three years in law 
school. Although the legal field has its rewards, Everett didn’t relinquish his dream of making movies. While struggling to pay down his 
student loans, Everett navigated the courts by day and film classes on weeknights and weekends.  

“Los Angeles City College has a really good film program,” he said. “I learned about all kinds of things, like audio and scriptwriting. We 
shot our student films on Super 8. This doesn’t mean I know everything or anything, but it was a good base to work from. I do my 
filmmaking during nights and on weekends, mostly.” He said plunging into the film festival circuit has reminded him that happiness is 
more important than prestige, regardless of the serpentine route it takes to get there.  

Filmmaking has also provided Everett the opportunity to collaborate with Lee, a like-minded creative sprit.  Lee, 28, has been passionate 
about art since she was a child. She reveals her art talents through painting, graphic design and other commercial freelance work. 
Raised in Los Angeles, Lee graduated from Cal State Northridge with a degree in graphic design. “The Sitdown” marks her entry into the 
film industry, and she has remained active in several forthcoming projects from Sound & Fury Productions.  

The couple said they hope that their future releases – which will come from among the four or five projects now in the works – will turn 
even more heads in Tinseltown.  

For additional information, visit www.sitdownthemovie.com or e-mail Everett at everettfilm@gmail.com.  



 
  

   cast & crew credits 
 

starring 
jason victor everett 

 

producer, director, writer, co-cinematographer, camera operator, editor 

jason victor everett 
 

assistant director, art director, production designer, co-cinematographer,  
camera operator, makeup artist 

olivia lee 
  

audio mixer & online editor 

dustin maenpa 
 

production assistants 

dorothy patty, marla patty, joe ferreira & michael rapkine 
 

music 

“ave maria” by franz schubert (1825) 
 

sound & fury productions 
copyright © 2009 

 

 

 

 


